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General Comment

Please President Obama... do what you need to do to protect the working class citizens in America from the wolves and vultures that call themselves conservatives - who have NO thought or intention of really protecting the working class but who will "steal" and misuse sacred American symbolism as their propaganda to scare and panic uninformed and uneducated working people into believing the "sideways" motives of the republicans who only want to open more doors to exploit the American worker and to achieve their anti-working class agenda.

Please President Obama... continue your work for legislative changes and laws that protect working class Americans from the constant elimination and reductions of social programs that help the middle class to regain their place in American society. The working class of America NEEDs strong "progressive" leadership right now and a forceful intervention to fight off the vicious henchmen we know as Republican congressmen who are working only for the predators in our society called corporations.

Please President Obama.... work to level the playing field for all Americans and give we Americans back our American life: ie: medical, jobs, pay equality, wage increases, education, and fair play in how we elect our representatives. STOP the Republicans from their evil attacks on all things American and from using American symbolism to represent their dishonest "rankist" agenda.

Please President Obama.... stand behind signing into law the new rules that enforce the "fiduciary laws" and "conflict of interest rules" in our Retirement and Investment plans. Republicans want to scare the American worker into thinking these rules will undermine and "take away our freedom".... WHAT HOG WASH!!!! Republicans only want to keep regulation away so they can exploit and take advantage of the inexperienced working class investor.